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I enjoy watching vigilante shows-shows where the main character obtains supernatural

powers or masters self-defense practices to restore their crime-filled cities after deeming the

government unf,rt to do so. These protagonists embody certain morals that serve as a guide to

avenge crime, violence, and even legislature in efforts to create a safe environment for their

community. It's a story line I delve in every time because I can empathize with it. As vigilantes

do, I crave social control and lack the authority to enforce laws but I am aware of how my efforts

can better or even change an existing community. Because my moral compass tends to point to

social equality, I began dedicating my lawful vigilantism to apprehending its prejudices.

Some vigilantes are born rich, some destitute, some even orphans, but I was bom into the

military. I began acquiring my unique skill set with my dad's decision to enlist into the United

States Army, instantly making me a military brat: his born and raised attached traveler. Before

reaching the sixth grade, I had lived in six different states and was on my way to the seventh,

averaging around one move per year. As a result, I became resilient-so resilient I bloomed

regardless of where I was planted. I became courageous-so courageous I resisted the fear of

novel environments, people, and ideologies. But most importantly, I became vigilant-so

vigilant I noticed society's carefully constructed social hierarchy. My childhood exposed me to

the idea of vigilantism by subjecting me to a lifestyle that embraced diversity but encouraged

audacious behavior and that is when I became a social critic.

I attended college in a poverty-stricken city and it was where my vigilantism peaked. I

went to a rich and private, predominantly white institution rooted in Republican values despite

being middle class, pro-black, Democratic, and funded by scholarships. I departed from their

ways of privilege, traditionalism, and cultural insensitivity while confirming my passions for
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social equality, progressivism, and cultural awareness. I avenged inequality by implementing the

first economic-based committee in our collegiate chapter of the National Association for the

Advancement of Colored People (NAACP). I addressed the vices of our surrounding community

having differential access to employment, income, and housing and retaliated by putting my

business mindset and minor to use. As I transitioned my office over to my successor, I

transferred over meeting outlines, solicitation letters, excess donations, professional contacts, and

most importantly, another defense mechanism against social injustices.

Every vigilante has a form of kryptonite, a weakness that hinders their abilities, and mine

is overworking. As graduation approached, I had completed two semesters with an overload of

twenty credit hours while working another twenty-five hours a week, and leading two social

organizations-I was exhausted. After overcoming my fears of resting during a gap year,I

searched for opportunities similar to those that allowed my vigilantism to thrive in the past, those

involving academia, leadership, and community service. With that, I found my next home an

ocean away in Thailand and spent ayear there as a volunteer Math teacher.

Experiencing the other side of the classroom in a developing country brought forth

almost every feeling, but most days my inner vigilante was content because I was able to witness

the difference I was making-especially when my students understood hard concepts like

alternate interior angles. Thailand suffers from educational disparities because they quite literally

believe that every child should advance to the next grade despite their comprehension. I had to

learn how to be a teacher in an environment where accountability, hard work, and even

homework seemed optional. I will admit that my first semester was filled with inexperience,

misunderstandings, and unfulfilled expectations but thankfully there were two. Before our
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semester break, I modified my entire classroom to clandestinely change my students' work

habits. I used the same PowerPoints, but included a 3PS (Three Point Summary) to reiterate

important concepts. I assigned them the same amount of homework, but set aside the last ten

minutes of class so they could start within their assigned groups. I even formatted the test the

same, but incentivized with a homework pass for passing the first time. And almost effortlessly,

my kids began paying more attention, completing their homework, and scoring higher on their

assessments-all because I was perceptive, willing to acclimate, and quickly remembered the

strength in community.

As my time in Thailand rapidly came to a close, I felt my inner vigilante writhing to

make an impact within another community that lacks social activism. I have learned that I often

seek diversity but in order to thrive, the atmosphere has to ground me intellectually. My decision

on where to attend law school was no different. I will enter law school more insightful and more

inquisitive than ever because of my vigilante experiences as a military brat, as a social activist,

and most especially as a teacher. I am committed to eradicating social injustices whether racially,

economically, educationally, domestically, or internationally and I need an environment that will

help cater to them. I will be studying law at Jniversity this fall because I think it is an

institution that will assist me in creating more defense mechanisms against social stratification.

Aside from havin g organizations that cater to every type of individu al.,I am particularly

interested in the joint degree MBA Business Administration option that is offered. With certain

credits being applied to both degrees, I would save time and money while simultaneously honing

in on my communication and business background. Afterwards, I plan to take my skills to a

corporation in efforts to use business law as a vehicle for civil rights. I may not have the speed of
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Flash, the strength of Luke Cage, or Batman's utility belt, but I have my knowledge, my passions

for activism, and my desire to help innocent people. The only real difference between me and the

protagonists of my favorite type of television series is that my vigilantism will be legal.


